Text: Revelation 6
Subject: The Four Horsemen
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 151 Page: 227
Age Group: Beginners: 3-5

basic supplies:  
- white and pale-colored paper (thicker than computer paper, thinner than construction paper)
- pencils
- yellow chalk
- red and black crayons
- newspapers

Teacher preparation:
- make samples
- cut paper to approx. 6" square * 
- spread newspapers

* 3 white and 1 pale per child

Procedure:
- on white paper, put a layer of yellow chalk, trying to cover the whole paper
- on top of chalk, color a layer of black crayon, trying to cover the whole paper
- put a clean white paper on top, and with pencil draw a horse and rider with a bow/scale in hand
- lift paper and see how you’ve printed 2 horsemen, white & black
- again cover a white paper with chalk
- then cover with a layer of red crayon
- put a pale paper on top and with pencil draw a horse and rider with a sword
- lift and see your red and pale horsemen!

Notes: the crown is left off the white horseman, but you could include it and then go back and crayon over it in the black horseman

Music: first songs:
- Lori’s tape: Crossing the Red Sea
- Liturgy: 489